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In this paper we determine the structure of the unit group of a primary, 
Noetherian ring which is homogeneous (as defined in a previous paper). To do 
this we obtain a diagram for the “one group” and apply the results of a previous 
paper [On diagrams for abelian groups, J. Number Theory 2 (1970), 442-4581. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study primary homogeneous rings-however, some of 
the results are valid under more general hypotheses. The ring R is said to be 
a primary, homogeneous p-ring if it has a unique prime ideal N which is 
nilpotent-i.e., there is an 12 with Nn-l > N” = (0)-and if each Ni/N”+l 
(1 < i < n) is one dimensional as a vector space over R/N, a field of 
characteristic p. Thus a primary homogeneous ring is a primary, 
Noetherian ring for which the quotient ideals Ni/Ni+l are as small as 
possible. 
Our main objective is to compare the structure of N as an additive group 
with that of H = 1 + N (the so-called one group) under multiplication. 
In an earlier paper, we showed that if either N or H is cyclic, the (finite, 
primary) p-ring R is homogeneous with R/N 1~ Z, and that if p # 2, 
N and H are isomorphic. Here for the primary homogeneous p-ring R 
we define k as follows: if char(R) = p, k = n, where n is the order of 
nilpotency of N, otherwise, k is chosen so that p is in N” but not in N”+l. 
Various cases arise depending on the relation between p and k. If 
k < p - 1, H and N are isomorphic (in the case studied in [l], k = 1 if 
n>2sothatifp#2,k<p-l).Ifp-l<kandp-lfkorif 
p - 1 1 k and the ring R is ordinary (see Definition 1 of Section 4), Hand N 
have the same rank provided n is sufficiently large. On the other hand, if 
p - 1 j k and R is exceptional, rank(H) = 1 + rank(N). 
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The methods used to obtain these results were obtained in a previous 
paper [2] where complete and incomplete diagrams for an abelian p-group 
were studied; it was shown that if a diagram for the group A is given then 
the structure of A can be determined. For the additive group of N and for 
H = 1 + N we obtain complete diagrams (in case the ring is not excep- 
tional). In the exceptional case we obtain an incomplete diagram for 
H-which also allows us to determine the structure of the group H. 
Terminology and Notation 
All the rings considered will be commutative and all groups abelian. 
If A is an abelian torsion group, and p a prime we call 
P = {a E A 1 pia = 0 for some i> the p-component of A 
and 
Q = {a E A 1 ma = 0 for some m with (m,p) = I} thep’-component of A. 
1 S 1 denotes the cardinality of the set S; o(a) is the order of a (if there is any 
chance of ambiguity we write o+(a) for the additive order and ox(a) for 
multiplicative order). Both additive and multiplicative congruences occur. 
We write 
and 
a = fi (mod+ N) if ~---PEN 
a=/3 (modxH) if q!l-lEH 
[when there is no danger of ambiguity we write 01 = p (mod N) for 
01 E /I (mod+ N)]. GF[pz] is the Galois field with pz elements, and 
Z, = GF[p]. i is used for group-theoretic direct sum and @ for direct 
product. 
2. THE ADDITIVE STRUCTURE OF N 
Throughout this section we consider a commutative ring R with 1 
satisfying the following hypotheses: 
N is a maximal ideal such that the field F = R/N has charac- 
(1) 
teristic p. 
The space N”/Ni+l is one dimensional over F if Ni $1 (0) 
fir-, Ni = (0) (No = R by convention). 
We make the convention that if N is nilpotent then n is the positive integer 
such that Nn-l # (0), N” = (0). If N is not nilpotent, then we let n = 00. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let N be a maximal ideal of R and assume that 
N” = (0). Then R is primary. 
Proof. Let P (# R) be a prime ideal of R. Then if x E N, xn = 0. 
Hence (P + x)” = P in R/P. Since P is prime, R/P is a domain and hence 
x E P. Thus N < P < R which implies that N = P, since N is maximal. 
DEFINITION 1. Let R be a ring satisfying (I), and let 0 # a E R. If 
a E Ni\Ni+l, we call i the weight of a and write wt(a) = i. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring satisfying (I). 
(1) Let 0 # b, 0 # c be elements of R with wt(b) = i and wt(c) = j. 
Then wt(bc) = i + j if Ni+j # (0) and bc = 0 ifNi+j = (0). 
(2) Let 93, be a basis for R over Z, , mod N. Then if wt(c) = i, 
bOc = {bc 1 b E S,} is a basis for N”, mod Ni+l over Z, . 
Note. If n = co-i.e., if N is not nilpotent-then (1) shows that R is 
a domain and wt is a valuation. 
Proof. (1) Since b E Ni and c E Nj it is clear that bc E Ni+j so that 
bc = 0 if Ni+j = (0). We want to show that if N”+j # (0) then bc 4 N*+j+l. 
Suppose to the contrary that bc E N i+i+1 and let x and y be arbitrary 
elements of Ni and Nj, respectively. Then x = rb + zi+r with r E R and 
zitl E Ni+l since Ni/N i+l is one dimensional over F = R/N. Similarly, 
y = SC + z;+1 with s E R and z;+~ E Nj+l. Hence 
xy = rsbc + SCZ~+~ + rbzj’+l + z~+~z;+~ E N”+j+l, 
since bc E N”+j+l. This implies that Nf+i = NiNj < Ni+j+l < Ni+j or 
Ni+i = Ni+j+l. But by (I), N”+j/N”+j+l is one dimensional over F, and we 
have a contradiction. Thus (1) is proved. 
(2) We verify first that Nf/Ni+l is spanned by 8,~ (over Z,). Let 
x E Ni; then 
x = rc + zi+l with r E R, zi+l E N”+l. 
Letting r = C nibi + z1 , with ni E Z, , bi E do, z1 E N, we have 
x = C nt(bic) + (zlc + zifl). We note that zlc and zi+, are both in Ni+l 
and bit E 2&c. 
We verify next the independence of b,c. Suppose that C ni(bic) = 0 
(mod N{+l) with nd E Z, , bi E b0 . Then (c n#bJc E Ni+l. If wt(C nibi) = 0, 
wt[(c nibi)c] = i; thus wt(C nibi) # 0 or C nibi E N = 0, i.e., C nibi = 0 
(mod N). Hence ni = 0 and the proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY 1. Assume that the ring R satisfies (I) and that char(R) # p 
and wt(p) = k. Then if i 3 0 and i + k < n, the mapping 
7jJi : Ni+l + x + Ni+k+l + px (for x E Ni) 
dejines an isomorphism of NilNit onto Ni+“/Nitk+l (as vector spaces over F). 
Proof. Consider the mapping ti of Ni into Ni+“/Ni+“+l defined by 
x& = Ni+k’+l + px for x E Ni. 
Clearly ti is an R-homomorphism of the module Ni into the R-module 
Ni+k/Ni+k+l (since p E Nk * px E Nifk). 
We calculate Ki = ker(&) = {x E Ni / px E Ni+“+‘}. If wt(x) = i, 
wt(px) = wt(p) + wt(x) = k + i since k + i < n and hence px $ Ni+“+l 
so that x $ Ki . On the other hand, 
x E Ni+l a px E N k i N fl = Nk+i+l 3 x E K. 2 . 
Thus Ki = Nifl and ti induces an R-isomorphism of Ni/Ni+l into 
Ni+k/Ni+kfl and hence 
Q : Ni+l + x + Nit”+1 + px (for x E Ni) 
can be considered as an F-isomorphism from Ni/Nifl into Nifk/Ni+“+l. But 
(Ni/Ni+l : F) = (Ni+k/Ni+k+l : F) = 1. 
Thus vi is an epimorphism and the corollary is established. 
We recall the definition of an admissible function j and that of a 
(complete) j-diagram: 
DEFINITION 2 (cf. Definition 1 of [2, Section 21). Let 
P,={iEZjO,(i<n} 
and let j be a function from P, to P, . j is admissible 
-+ (1) O<i<n*j(i)>i;j(n)=n 
1 * (2) j(i) = j(i’) # n 3 i = i’. 
DEFINITION 3 (cf. Definition 2 of [2, Section 21). The series 
A = A,, > A, > ... > A, = 0 
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is a (complete) j-diagram for the abelian group A if j is an admissible 
function from P, to P,, and if 
(a) j(i) = n + pAi = 0; 
(b) the mapping 
is an isomorphism of Ai/Ai+, onto Aj(i)/Ai(i)+l . 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a primary homogeneous ring with prime ideal N, 
assume that Nn-l # (0), N” = (0) and that either p E Nk\Nk+’ with 
1 < k < n [i.e., wt(p) = k] or 
char(R) = p (in this case, let k = n). 
Let j be dejined by j(i) = min(i + k, n) 0 < i < n. Then j is admissible and 
the series 
R = NO > N1 > .a. > Ni > . . . > N” = (0) 
is a (complete) j-diagram for R (considered as an additive group). 
THEOREM 2. Assume the hypotheses of Corollary 2. Then 
(1) $0 < i < n and ifwt(a) = i, o(a) = p”, where 
I n - i/k ’ = [n - i/k] + 1 if kin-i if k f n - i; 
(2) for i > 0, there exist subgroups Ti of Ni satisfving 
Ni = Ni+l + Ti , Ni+l n Ti = pT, = Td+k ; 
(3) let the subgroups Ti be chosen as in (2); then Ti = direct sum of 
cyclic groups of order p”(“, where 
v(i) = I n - i/k if kin-i [n - i/k] + 1 if kfn-i 
and rank(Ti) = (F : Z,); 
(4) for 0 < 2 < n, NE = -&II; Ti , where s = min(k + Z, n). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 of [2, Section:2]. 
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To facilitate the statement of the result for primary homogeneous rings 
we make the following 
DEFINITION 4. Letj be an admissible function of 
P,={iEZIO<i<nn) 
then v = order of i under j if jV-l(i) <j”(i) = n. 
DEFINITION 5. Let Tbe an additive group. If T = qisl Ci , where each 
C, is cyclic of order 1, then T is homogeneous of degree 1. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a homogeneous primary ring with prime ideal N 
satisfying Nn-l > Nn = (0). Then N = +;I: Ti with s = min(k + 1, n), 
where Ti is homogeneous of degree p”@)- v(i) being the order of i under j. 
rank(lri) = [F : Z,], rank(N) = 1~~~ c;F : z,l if k<n if k=n. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a ring satisfying (I) and assume that N is not 
nilpotent (i.e., n = co) and that char(R) = p. Then 
(1) R is an elementary p-group; 
(2) for i > 0, there exist subgroups Ti of Ni such that Ni = Nd+l i Ti ; 
(3) the Ti of (2) are elementary abelian of rank@ : 2,); 
(4) for 1 > 0, Nz = if, T< . 
The proof of this is straightforward and will be omitted. 
In the remaining case-i.e., of a ring satisfying (I) of characteristic 
different from p and with n = co-the same results do not apply. Clearly 
such a ring is torsion free and we may construct subgroups Ti with 
Ni = Ni+l + Ti but this does not allow us to deduce the additive structure 
of R as in the other two cases. 
3. THE ONE GROUP 
In this section we assume 
R is a local ring with unique maximal ideal N 
F = R/N has characteristic p 
Ns/N’+l is 1 dimensional over F if Ni # 0 
nfo Ni = (0). 
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As in the previous paragraph n and k will be defined by 
if N is nilpotent Nn-l # 0, N” = (0) 
is not nilpotent, n = co, 
(2) 
if char(R) # p, k = wt(p) 
lif char(R) = p, k = n. 
Note that these are the same assumptions as (I) of the last paragraph except 
that here we assume that N is the unique maximal ideal. In this case it is 
well known (and easy to verify) that an element Q in R is a unit if and only 
if a is not in N. Clearly the elements of the form 1 + x with x E N are a 
subgroup of the group of units of R. 
DEFINITION 1. Let H= 1 + N = (1 +x]x~N}. Then His called 
the ONE GROUP. For s > 1 we denote by H, the multiplicative group 
1 + N”. 
In the remainder of this paper we shall be primarily concerned with the 
structure of H. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a unit. Then 01 - /3 E N* if, and only if, CJ$?-~ E H, 
[i.e., cx = /3 (mod+ N8) z 01 = /3 (modx HJ]. 
Proof. 
a---~N~=afi-l-l =(a-/3)8)-l~N~ 
= IX/~-~ E 1 + N” = H, . 
LEMMA 2. For s > 1 the mapping 
a, : x, + N8+l -+ (1 + x,) H,,, (for x, E N8) 
defines an isomorphism of the additive group N8/N8+1 onto the multiplicative 
group WHs+l . 
Proof. This is established in the same way that the isomorphism is 
shown in Theorem 1 of [l, Section 21. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that s is a positive integer with k + s < ps 
and k + s < n. Then the mapping 
7s : Hs+,(l + x) - fL+r+l(l + 4” for XE N8 
dejines an isomorphism of HJH,,, onto Hs+,JHs+k+l . 
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ProoJ Let x E Ns\Ns+l; then 
(3) (1 + x)P = 1 fpx + *.* + (P)xi+ a.-+xp, 
and 
i 
for i < i < p, 
(4) 
wt [(f ) xi] = wt(p) + i wt(x) 
= k + is > k + s with equality g i = 1 
wt(x”) = p wt(x) = ps > k + s. 
Thus (1 + x)” E 1 + px (mod+ N8+k+1) so that by Lemma 1, 
(1 + x)” = I + px bodx H,+k+3. 
Hence Hs+k+I( 1 + px) = Hs+k+l(l + x)” for x E NS. 
Now consider the diagram 
H,+,(l + x) - - 2 - + Hs+k+dl + PX> = fL+lc+dl + x>” 
-1 
as ! i WSifk 
NSfl + x - Ns+k+l + px Ils 
By Lemma 2, 0~~ and (Y~+~ define isomorphisms of NS/NS+l and Ns+k/Ns+k+l 
onto H,IHs+l and Hs+dHs+k+l 9 respectively. By Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 
of Section 2, 7s defines an isomorphism of N”/N”+l onto NS+k/N*+k+l. 
Hence ys = (Y;lT,a,+k defines an isomorphism of HJH,,, onto 
Hs+k/Hs+k+l . 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a primary homogeneous ring with prime ideal N; 
assume that NO-l # (0), N” = (0) and that p E Nk and that if k < n, 
p # Nk+l. Let j be defined by j(s) = min(s + k, n) 1 < s < n. Then j is 
admissible and if k + 1 < p, the series 
H = HI > H2 > ... > H, > .a. > H, = (1) 
is a (complete) j-diagram for the group H. 
Proof. Let 1 < s < n; then 
k + s = (k + 1) + (s - 1) < p + (s - 1)~ = ps 
and hence (by Proposition 1) if k + s < n the mapping ys given by 
CH,+,(l + 41 ys = Hs+lc+~ (1 + x)” (for x E NE) is an isomorphism of 
HsIH8+l OntO Hs+klHs+k+l . On the other hand ifj(s) = n, k + s 3 n and 
it is easily seen that H,P = (1). 
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COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, N N H (N viewed as 
an additive group, and H as a multiplicative group). 
Proof. Applying Corollary 2 to Theorem 1 of Section 2, and Theorem I 
of this section we obtain that N and H both have j-diagrams [where j is 
the function defined by j(s) = min(s + k, n) 1 < s < n]. By Lemma 2, 
NS/NS+l and H,/H,+, are isomorphic groups. Hence by Theorem 2 of 
Section 2 of [2], N czi H. 
Note. Ifs is a positive integer satisfying k + s < ps the same reasoning 
shows that Ni ‘v Hi for i > s. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that s is a positive integer with k $- s > ps and 
ps < n; and assume that PO = F. Then the mapping 
a,* : f&+1(1 + x) - H,,+,(l + -4” for XE N" 
defines an isomorphism of HJH,,, onto H,JH,,,, . 
Proof. Let x E N*\N*+l and consider the expansion (3) of (1 + x)“. In 
this case, 
wt(xp) = ps < k + is 1 <i<p 
= wt [(f ) xi]. 
Hence (by the reasoning in Proposition l), 
Hs,+,U + x”> = Hs,+dl + 4” for x E Ns. 
For x E NS define 6, by 
(1 + x) 6, = H,,+,(l + XP = H,,+,(l + x9. 
Clearly 8, is a homomorphism of H, into H,,/H,,+, . 
ker@J = (1 + x I 1 + xp E H,,,,) 
= {I + x 1 x’ E Ns”fl}. 
But 
x” E NW+1 = x E Ns+l (by Section 2, Theorem 1) 
= 1 + x = H,+l. 
Hence ker(6J = H,,, , and the mapping 6, induces a monomorphism 6,* 
of KIHs,l into H3,1Hs,,l . It remains to show that a,* is an epimorphism. 
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Consider the diagram 
ff,+,(l + 4 8s’ - H89,1(1 + xP) = H,9+1(1 + 4” 
t =a 1 b;;I(4/~,+1)8,*) 
Ns+l + x-7,-+N8~+l + x~ 
Since 6,* is a monomorphism, f18 is a monomorphism of N8/N8+l into 
Nap/Nsp+l and a,* is an epimorphism if and only if p8 is. 
By hypothesis Ns~/N8P+i is one dimensional over F and hence if x has 
weight s, N89/NSB+l is generated over F (and therefore over R) by 
N8’+l + x” [since wt(x”) = ps]-i.e., if N8”+l + y E Nsp/N8”+l (with 
y E N”9) 
(5) N”‘+l + y = r(NsP+l + xp) = N”P+l + rxp for some r E R. 
But by assumption, F” = F so that 
3tER3N+r=(N+t)f’=N+P. 
Hence from (5) NE”+’ + y = N89f1 + (tx)” which shows that for y E N8P, 
N8P+l + y is in Im@J, i.e., /?s is an epimorphism. 
Remarks. (1) The mapping fiJ of N8/NSf1 onto N8P/N*P+’ is a group- 
theoretic isomorphism. It will be a vector-space isomorphism if, and only 
if, F = 2, , since for this to be the case it is necessary and sufficient that 
(6) N8”+l + (rx)” = [r(NsP+l + x)]q 
= r[N8P+l + x]q = r[NS+l + x*] = Ns+l + rxp 
Vr’rR, VXEN~. 
Condition (6) holds 
z rPxP - rx’xp E N8P+l VrER, VXEN’ 
ZrP-rrEN Vr E R 
zaP=a VaEF 
=F=Z 9. 
(2) It is easy to see that the condition that FP = F is necessary. For 
if y E Nap, and x E N*\N*+l 
Nap+’ + y E Im@J z y = (tx)” (mod N8p) for some t E R. 
IfN+rEF(withrER), 
rx” = t%9 (mod N*D) Z- N + r = (N + t)“. 
Hence if FP -=c F, Nd”+l + rxD # Im(/?3. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that k + 1 > p and that N” = (0) [N”-l # (0)] 
and F” = F. Assume that k = (p - 1)u + v with 0 < D < p - 1 (so lhat 
p - 1 { k). De3ne the function j* from S, = {s E Z / 1 < s <g n} to itself 
as follows: 
j*(s) = min(ps, n) for s ,< u, 
j*(s) = min(k + s, n) for s > u. 
Then 
(a) j* is an admissible function from S, to S, . 
(b) The series 
H = HI > H, > ‘.. > H, > ... > H, = (1) 
is a (complete) j*-diagram for the grcup H. 
Proof (a) Ifs < s’ < u, j*(s) = j*(s’) 3 ps = ps’ 3 s == s’. 
If u < s < s’, ,j*(s) = ,j*(s’) # n 3 k + s = k + s’ 3 s == s’. 
If s < u < s’ and j*(s’) f n, j*(s) = ps < pu, j*(s) -= k + s’ > 
k + u > pu. Hence j*(s) # j*(s’). 
Therefore j* is admissible. 
(b) We verify first that 
(i) s<u*k+s>ps 
and 
(ii) s > u 3 k + s < ps. 
(i) k+s=k+u+(s-u)=pu+v+(s-u)=(p-l)u+v+s 
> (p - 1)u + s 3 (p - 1)s + s = ps. 
(ii) k + s = (p - 1)u + u + s < (p - 1)u + (p - 1) + s 
= (p - I)(u + 1) + s < (p - 1)s + s = ps. 
First let s < u so that j*(s) = min(ps, n). If j*(s) # n, ps <n so that 
j*(s) = ps; by (i), k + s > ps. By Proposition 2, a,* defined by 
W,+,(l + x)1 a,* = H,,+,(l + 4” = Hjr(s)+l(l + x)” for 1 + x E H, 
is an isomorphism of HJH,,, onto Hjr(,)/Hi*(s)+l . 
Next let s > u so that j*(s) = min(k + s, n). If j*(s) # n, k + s < n 
so that j*(s) = k + s; by (ii), k + s < ps. By Proposition 2, ys defined by 
W,+dl + 41 ys = Hs+K+l(l + W = &(,~+dl + 4” for 1 + x E H, 
is an isomorphism of HJH,,, onto Hi.(s)/Hjt(s)+I . 
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Finally we verify that if j*(s) = n, H,O = (1). Let 1 + x E H, ; then 
(1 + x)P = 1 + pxy + x” with y E R. Now pxy E Ns+k and xp E NsP. 
If s < u, ps 3 n and by (i), k + s > n. If, on the other hand, s > u, 
k + s 2 n and by (ii) ps > n. In either case (1 + x)0 = I and thus if 
j*(s) = n, H,P = (1). 
THEOREM 3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Then 
(1) if 1 < s < n and if wt(a) = s, let w be chosen so that 
sp”-l < u < sp” ifs < u and take w = 0 [f s > u, and [f n > sp”, dejine 
(n - sp”lk 
’ = 1 [(n - sp”)/kl + 1 
if k 1 n - spW 
otherwise. 
Then o,(l + a) = p”, where 
I 
v + w 
p = P(S) = z + 1 
if II > sp” 
if spz < n < spz+l < sp”. 
(2) For s > 1, there exist subgroups U, of H, satisfying 
Hs = Hs,,U, , 
Hsfl n (I, = USp = 9S 
I 
if s<u 
sik if s > u. 
(3) Let the groups U, be chosen as in (2); then U, = direct product of 
cyclic groups of order pwcs), where p(s) is defined in (l), and 
rank(U,) = [F : Z,]. 
(4) If n > k + u, H = @~~~,(s,p,=l US-there are k subgroups US 
appearing in this product. 
Proof. (1) Note first that if wt(x) = i > u (i < n) then oX(l + x) = 
o+(x) since j*(i) = j(i) for i > u. So if wt(a) = s > u, the result follows 
from Theorem 2 of Section 2 (since w = 0 and n > s by assumption). 
So assume that wt(a) = s < u, and assume that spt < u and that 
spt < n. Then since j*t(s) = pts, (1 + a)pt E HsDt\HSpt+l and j*t+l(s) = 
min(pt+4, n), (1 + a)pt+l E H,,t+l and $ HS3)t+~+l if n > sptfl. 
Thus if sp” 3 n and if z is chosen so that sp” -C n < spz+l, z < w and 
hence sp” < u so taking t = z we get that o,(l + a) = pz+l. 
So assume that n > spW. Then (1 + a)P” = 1 + c, where wt(c) = 
spw > u. Hence o,(l + c) = o+(c) = p”; thus 
o,(l + a) = p”o,(l + c) = pw+“. 
The rest of the theorem follows from Theorem 1 of [2, Section 21. 
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COROLLARY. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and that n > k + u. 
Then 
(a) rank(N) = rank(H); 
(b) Let n = tk + r with 0 < r < k. N N H i#u < r < p. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 2 (4) of Section 2, N = +;=I Ti since k + 1 < n, 
and by (3) of the same theorem, rank(TJ = [F : Z,]. By Theorem 3 (4) 
H = O::;(s.+1 U, and there are k subgroups appearing in this de- 
composition. Furthermore, 
rank(UJ = [F : Z,] = rank(TJ provided 1 < s < n, 1 < i < II. 
Thus 
rank(N) = i rank(Ti) = ‘f rank(U,) = rank(H). 
i=l 84 
(S,tD)=l 
(b) We recall that Ti is the direct sum of cyclic groups of order pv(i) 
[Theorem 2 (3) of Section 21 and it is clear that v(l) >, Y(S) > -*a 2 v(k). 
Similarly U, is the direct product of cyclic groups of order pu@) and 
p(1) > *-- >, p(s) > ... > p(k + u). Thus if N N H, v(l) = p( 1) and 
v(k) = /-4k + 4. 
It is easily seen that v(i) = t + 1 for 1 < i < r and v(i) = t for 
r < i < k + r. Now p(i) = v(i) for i > u so that 
p(k + u) = v(k) Dv(k+u)=t*k+u<k+r+-u<r. 
Now assuming that r > u, consider 1 < i < u. Then if pi > u, 
,x(i) = &pi) + 1 = v(pi) + 1 and since pi < pu < pu + Y = k + u < 
k + r, v(pi) = t if pi > r, and = t + 1 if pi < r. So choose s so that, 
psi < u, pa+‘i > u; then p(i) = p(p*+li) + (s + 1) = v(pS+li) + s + 1 
and hence ~(1) < t + 1 * s = 0 3 p > r. Thus we have shown that if 
N=‘H,u <r <p. 
Assume now that u < r < p. Then for r < i < k + u, p(i) = v(i) = t 
sincek+u<k+r;foru<i<r,p(i)=v(i)=t+ landforl <i,<u, 
Ai> = 1 + p(pi) = 1 + vtpi) since pi 3 p > u, 
=1$-t since pi 3 p > r. 
Thus we have 
(t-t 1 
v(i) = 1 t




and this implies that 
Ti = Ui for l<i<r 
Ti N Uj for r~i,<k,r~j~k+uwith(j,p)=l. 
4. THE ONE GROUP FOR THE CASE p - 11 k 
For most of the results in this section we shall be concerned with a 
commutative ring R satisfying 
(III) 
1 
R is a homogeneous, primary ring. 
F = R/N is an algebraic extension of Z, . 
(0) = N” < N-l. 
pEN”butp$N”+lifk <nandk= (p- 1)~. 
We start by proving two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Let b(# 0) and c(# 0) E R, where R satisfies (III). Assume 
wt(c) > wt(b). Then 3 E R 3 c = rb. In particular, if wt(c) = wt(b), 
c = gb, where g is a unit. 
Proof. Suppose that wt(b) = i and Ni+l = (0); then since N’ g N”/Nifl 
is generated by b, c = rb. 
Now assume wt(b) = i and assume that for b’ and c’ 3 wt(c’) 3 
wt(b’) > i, 3r’ E R 3 c’ = r’b’. Since Ni/Ni+l is generated over R by 
Ni+l + b, Ni+l + c = s(Ni+l + b) for some s E R. Hence c = z + sb 
with z E Ni+l. Now let a E N\N2; then wt(ab) = 1 + wt(b) = 1 + i. Hence 
by our assumption, z = r’ab so that c = r’ab + sb = (r’a + s)b = rb 
with r = r’a + s. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be any primary ring with prime ideal N. Assume that N 
is nilpotent and that F = R/N is an algebraic extension of Z, . Let G denote 
the group of units of R and let H = 1 + N. Then H is the p-primary 
component of G, and tf U is the p’-component of G, G = H @ U. Further- 
more, if v is the natural mapping from R onto F = R/N, v maps U iso- 
morphically onto F*, the multiplicative group of F. 
Proof By Theorem 1 of [l] (cf. proof of theorem), v maps G homo- 
morphically onto F* and ker(v 1 G) = H; in particular, G/H N F*. 
Now let /3 E F*. Since F is algebraic over Z, , Z&3) = GF(p’) for some 1. 
Hence /3P”-’ = 1 so that F* is a torsion group and the orders of the 
elements are relatively prime to p. 
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Thus G is a torsion group and H is its p-primary component. Hence 
317 < GZI G = H @ U, Since Hv = (l), and since 
ker(vl U) = Hf? U = (I), 
v maps U isomorphically onto F*. 
Thus if wt(p) = k and if wt(a) = 1, wt(u”) = wt(p) and hence by 
Lemmas 1 and 2, we can write ak = (h&p with h E Hand /? E U. We make 
the following: 
DEFINITION 1. Let R be a (primary homogeneous) ring satisfying 
conditions (III), and let a E N\N2 satisfy a” = hj3p, where h E Hand /I E U. 
Assume that k = (p - 1)~. Then R is exceptional if 
(i) p = 2 
or 
P33 and 301E u3ap-l= -/I 
and 
(ii) n > k + u = pu. 
Otherwise R is ordinary [i.e., if R satisfies (III) and k = (p - l)u but 
either (i) or (ii) does not hold, R is an ordinary ring]. 
Remarks. (1) Suppose that char(R) = p. If for some a E N\N2, 
ak = h/3p, then Nk = (0) since Nk/Nk+l is generated over R by ak. Hence 
k = n and the ring is ordinary. 
(2) Suppose that char(R) # p. We verify that the definition does not 
depend on the element a in N\N2. For let a E N\N2 be such that ak = hap 
with --p = ~+--l for some 01 E U. Now let b be any element in N\N2. Then 
b = h&p with h, E H, j?,, E U. 
bk = (h&Jk ak = h,kh/3,k/3p = h,/?,p, 
where h, = hOkh E H, /$ = /?,,“j? E U. Thus ---/$ = /3r-1’U~p-1 = (/3,,U~)~-1. 
We investigate next when a finite primary homogeneous ring is excep- 
tional. First we prove a proposition on the solvability of a particular 
equation in a Galois field: 
PROFQSITION 1. Let F = GF[p”], where p is an odd prime, let (II be a 
generator of F*, the multiplicative group of nonzero elements; and let s be a 
rational integer. Then the equation (1) xp-l = ---as has 
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(a) no solutions if 
(i) p - l/2 r s, 
(ii) p- 1/2/sbutp- lrsandliseven, 
(iii) p - 1 1 s and 1 is odd; 
(b) exactZy (p - 1) solutions in aN other cases. 
Proof. We show first that if (1) has a solution it has exactly (p - 1) 
solutions. Let /j = ~P”-‘+Pz-2+“‘+1; then fi has order p - 1 and if x0 is a 
solution of (l), x# 0 < i < p - 1 are also solutions. Furthermore, 
(1) cannot have more than (p - 1) solutions since F is a field. 
Since 01 has order pz - 1, &‘z-1/2 = - 1 and we can write (1) in the form 
(2) xP-1 = apl - l/2 + s. 
Thus x = (II~ is a solution of (1) z 
(3) j(p - 1) = pz - l/2 + s (modpl - 1) 
= [(p - 1)/2](pl-1 + ... + 1) + s (modpl - 1). 
Therefore, if p - l/2 f s, (1) has no solution. 
Now assume that 1 is even. Then pi-l + ... + 1 = I = 0 (mod 2) and 
hence the congruence (3) has a solution if, and only if, p - 1 I s. 
Assuming, on the other hand, that 1 is odd and thatp - l/2 I s, we have 
that s = [(p - 1)/2]t and pi-l + a.. + 1 is odd. Hence we may write 
(4) j(p - 1) z [(p - 1)/2][pz-l + .*. + 1 + t] (modp’ - 1) 
or 
2j 3 pz-l + ... + 1 + t (mod 2(pz-l + **a + 1)) 
and this implies that 
0 5 pz-1 + -0. + 1 + t (mod 2) 
r1+t (mod 2) 
i.e., that t is odd. But if t is odd, clearly j = (pz-l + a** + 1 + t)/2 is a 
solution of (4). Thus if 1 is odd, and p - l/2 1 s, (1) has a solution if, and 
only if, p - 1 f s. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a (finite) primary homogeneous ring with prime 
ideal N. Assume that R/N N GF[pl] withp # 2 and that (0) = Nn < Nn-l. 
Letwt(p) = kandk+u=pu <n. Then 
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(1) if G is the group of units of R, G = H @ U, where H = 1 + N 
is the p-component of G and U, the p’xomponent of G, is cyclic of order 
pt- 1. 
(2) If wt(a) = 1, ak = hasp, where h E H, 01 is a generator of the 
group U and s is an integer satisfying 1 < s < pl. 
(3) R is ordinary z one of the conditions (i), (ii), or (iii) of 
Proposition l(a) holds. 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from Lemma 2 and the fact that 
multiplicative group of a finite field is cyclic. 
(2) Since wt(a) = 1, wt(ak) = k = wt(p). Hence by Lemma 1, 
ak = gp, where g E G. But G = H @ U so that g = hCy8, where h E Hand 
u = (a). 
(3) By Definition 1, R is ordinary z there is no element 
y E U 3 yp-l = -a8--i.e., the equation xp-l = --cys has no solution in U. 
Now - 1 has order 2 and p # 2 so that - 1 E U and hence -as E U. 
Thus if v is the natural mapping from R onto R/N = F, and if olv = 6, 
(--a$)~ = ---Or8 E F*. Thus since (by Lemma 2) (v 1 U) is an isomorphism 
of U onto F*, xp-l = --LX? has no solution in U 
z xp-l = -Es has no solution in F* 
z one of the conditions (i), (ii), or (iii) of Proposition I(a) holds. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let the ring R satisfy conditions (III) and assume that 
up > n. Then the mapping yu : H,+,(l + x) + H,,+,(l + x)” for x E N” 
defines a homomorphism of H,JH,,, into H,,/H,,,, . If ker(y,) = K/H,,,, , 
K = H,,, ifR is ordinary but 1 K/H,,, j = p tfR is exceptional. 
Proof Let x E N”\N U+l. Then wt(px) = k + u = up = wt(xP). Hence 
HUp+l(l + x)p = H,,+,(l + px + XP) for x E N”. If 6 is defined by 
(1 + 46 = fL,+,(l + 4 f P or x E NU, 6 is a homomorphism from H, into 
HwIfL,,, ’ 
ker(8) = (1 + x 1 1 + px + A+’ E H,,,,) = (1 + x 1 px + x” E N”P+l}. 
Clearly px + xp E NUP+l if x E NU+l; hence H,,, Q ker(6). So assume 
wt(x) = u. Now 
PX + xp = (p + xP-~)xENuP+’ = Nu+k+l zp + x~-l,zNk+l~ 
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Let x = ga” with g E G, a E N\N2 and let ak = hpp with h E H, /3 E U; then 
x9-1 = gP-lau'P-l' = ga-lak = gp-lhpp. Therefore, if wt(x) = U, 
p + x9-l E N”+l 
= ~(1 + gp-lhfl) E Nk+l 
= 1 + gp-lb/f? E N 
z -g9-l/3 = 1 (mod N) 
z ---/I E (g-l)e-l (mod N). 
We show that if R is ordinary, the congruence zp-l= --,I3 (mod N) has 
no solution z E R. By Lemma 1 of Section 3 /3 ZE -zp-l (mod N) 3 /3 = 
-z9-l (modx H> * /? = -z”-lh with h E H. Since H is a p-group, 
3h, E H 3 h = hr-l. Hence /I = -(zh,)p-l. Now G = H @ U * zhl = h,ol 
with h, E H, 01 E U * -p = h~-?xp-l a -f9 = oi9-l since --t3 = (- I)/3 E U 
(/I E U and - 1 E U since p is odd) and the product H @ U is direct. 
But R is ordinary so that -p = cF1 with 01 E U is not possible. Hence 
fl = -zp-l (mod N) has no solution. Thus ker(S) = H,,, and yU is a 
monomorphism from HJH,,, to H,,/H,,+, . 
So assume that R is exceptional. Then 301 E U 3 (5) d-l = -/I (mod N) 
[if p > 3, this follows from (i) of Definition 1; if p = 2, then p - 1 = 1 
and -/3 E /3 (mod N) so that /9-l = -/3 (mod N)]. Let v be the natural 
mapping from R onto R/N = F; then 
(5) 019-l = -/3 (mod N) z (6) up--l + b = 0 in F, 
where a = (YV and b = /3v. Since F is a field of characteristic p, the 
equation (6) has exactly (p - 1) solutions; hence the congruence (5) has 
exactly (p - 1) solutions (mod N) with 01 E U. Let ai E U and ki E H 
(i = 1, 2); then 
H,+dl + Qw”) = fL+dl + a2h2au) 
z 1 + or,h,a” = 1 + o12h2aU (mod N”+l) 
z qh,a” = ol,h,a” (mod NU+l) 
z alhl = cu2h2 (mod N) 
z a1 E a2 (mod N). 
Since G = U @) H, K/H,,, has exactly p cosets. 
We recall the definition of an incomplete j-diagram: 
DEFINITION 2 (cf. Definition 1 of [2, Section 31). Let H be an abelian 
group (under multiplication). The series 
H=H,> ... > Hi > ... + H,, = (1) 
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is a j-diagram for H which is incomplete at i = u if for the admissible 
function j: 
(a) j(i) = n + Hip = (l), 
(b) j(i) < n, i # u * the mapping 
yi : Hi+lx + Hj(<)+lx” for XE Hi 
defines an isomorphism from Hi/Hi+1 onto Hj(i)/Hi(t)+l, 
(c) The mapping yU : H,+,x -+ Hj(U)+lxp for x E H, defines a homo- 
morphism of H,/H,+, into Hj(U)/Hj(U)+l . 
From the results of [2] we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (7) H = H1 > ~3. > Hi > ..a > H, = (1) be a 
j-diagram. If (7) is incomplete at i = u, the diagram (7) is complete tf and 
only if, 
WyJ = H,+, -provided for 1 > j(u), I E ‘S(j). 
Proof. We have to show that if ker(y,) = H,,, , then Im(r,) = 
Hi(,)/Hj(U)+l . Let u = pA-‘w wherep f w; then 
where 
Hj(u, = Hi(u)+1 *Pi& - C, 
Sw <A, and rank(C) = dim[ker(rU)] 
[cf. (3.12) and Theorem 4(c) of [2, Section 31). 
Thus if ker(rJ = HU+l(= identity of HU/HU+J, C = (1) and hence 
since h 3 1, Im(yJ = Hj(u)/Hj(u)+l . 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a ring which satisfies conditions (III). Define the 
function j* as follows: 
Then 
min(ps, n) 
j*(‘) = Imin(k + s, n) 
for u > s 
for u < s < n. 
(a) j* is an admissible fw?ction andfor j*(u) < I < n, I E ‘%( j*), 
(b) The series (7) H = H1 > *** > H,, = (1) is a j*-diagram for H. 
If R is ordinary, the diagram is complete but if R is exceptional, the diagram 
is incomplete at i = u and ker(y,,) has order p. 
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Proof: (a) The proof that j* is admissible is the same as the proof of 
Theorem 2(a) of Section 3. 
Clearly if 1 = j*(u) or I = IZ, I E %(j*); so assume j*(u) < I < n. Tf 
I - k < U, I < u + k = j*(u) which is impossible. Hence I - k > u and 
j*(Z - k) = min(Z, n) = I so that ZE %(j*). 
(b) Referring to the proof of Section 3, Theorem 2, we deduce that 
the mapping 
ys : Hs+1h + &*(d+1h” for he H, 
defines an isomorphism of H,/H,,, onto Hi*(B)/Hir(s)+l if j*(s) < n and 
i # U; also if j*(s) = n, H,p = (1). Furthermore, it follows from 
Propositions 2 and 3 that if R is ordinary and if up > n, the mapping yU 
is a monomorphism and hence an isomorphism from H,/H,+, to 
fLIHw+, . Thus the series (7) is a complete j*-diagram for H. On the 
other hand, if R is exceptional 1 ker(y,)I = p by Proposition 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a ring which sati@es conditions (III). Let 
u = p+lw, wherep 7 w. Then 
if R is ordinary, 




(a) For s # %(j*), s # w, US is homogeneous of degree Pi, where 
v(s) is the order of s under j*; rank(U,) = [F : Z,]; 
(b) V, is homogeneous of degree p “tw), where v(w) is the order of w 
under j*; and 
rankfvd = 1:: E:i _ 1 
if R is ordinary 
if R is exceptional; 
(c) C is cyclic of order p”, where v + 1 is the order of u under j*. 
(d) D is cyclic of order p”. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of [2, Section 3, Theorem 41. 
COROLLARY. 
(A) If R is an ordinary ring and ifn > pu, then rank(H) = rank(N). 
(B) If R is an exceptional ring then rank(H) = rank(N) + 1. 
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